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after refusal to remove 'Make America Great Again' hat at graduation Vassar College professor
arrested after refusal to remove 'Make America Great Again' hat at graduation A Vassar College

professor who refused to remove a “Make America Great Again” hat during a graduation ceremony
has been arrested for disorderly conduct. Madison Gesiotto, a professor of philosophy and the former
editor of the student newspaper, Vassarion, was arrested by school police at Vassar College on June

14 after she refused to remove the hat after she received her diploma, according to a statement
from the college. Gesiotto asked school police to escort her out of the commencement ceremony

after she said she was not sure how to react to the hat. Police responded to her request for an
escort, and then she was arrested and taken to police headquarters for booking. Yale University

professor facing up to four years in prison and a $10,000 fine for refusing to remove a “Make
America Great Again” hat. The disciplinary violations are being handled in an administrative process
unrelated to the criminal case. The school decided not to comment on the arrest. No evidence has
emerged that the hat was related to the 2016 presidential election, but Gesiotto said in a post on
Facebook that she experienced a “profound shift” during the commencement. “In May, the deeply
disturbing response of [police] Captain [Aaron] Marquis to my complaint about being stopped and
interrogated while wearing my MAGA hat … reached a climax,” she wrote. “On June 14, the day of

my graduation, I was informed by Campus Safety that the hat was a violation of Vassar’s policies on
unacceptable dress and attire (which, my student co-editor reminded me, had
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the agents declined to comment. Attorney for former Loyola Law School

Dean Leslie Rosenthal and ex-wife Lisa Bloom, Daniel Golub, told TMZ last
night that, despite rumors to the contrary, he does not believe Rosenthal

has been removed from the payroll of the police department in Los
Angeles. Earlier this month, the LA Times reported that after its initial

coverage of the story, the police department's non-profit arm, the
Community Initiative, was approached by a company headed by
Rosenthal and his wife. According to the Times, when word of the
"incident" became public, the police department demanded that

Rosenthal be fired from his job, and that was the end 6d1f23a050
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